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MOVE IT Like Lublin – A Chisinau Public Transport
Sustainable Development Initiative

Social media account links:
facebook.com/mill.md, linkedin.com/company/millmd/, 
www.chisinau.md, facebook.com/primariachisinaumd, 

Period of implementation: 01.02.2021 - 01.02.2025

EaP countries:
Moldova

EU contribution: € 3 325 000

Total budget: € 3 500 000

Implementing organisation(s):
Chisinau City Hall

Project website: www.mill.md

Project description:
Providing qualitative, efficient and effective public transport is one of the biggest challenges for public authorities in all
countries and Chisinau is no exception in this respect.

The action will support local administration in Chisinau in making the City’s Public Transport more inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable. This will be achieved by the transfer of EU know-how and expertise primarily from the project
partner, the Lublin Municipality (Poland). This project takes into account the current needs of Chisinau citizens, the
designed action will improve urban governance and in turn improve the lives of its city inhabitants.

The expected impact will be an improved urban mobility, accessibility and public transport for Chisinau Municipality.

Expected results:
- Improved management quality of the Chisinau Public Transport.
- Improved legislation on public transport at local and national level.
- Reformed, modernized and better functioning Chisinau City Hall Transport Directorate.
- Improved local transport development through the territorial approach.
- Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan developed.
- Best practices and know-how exchanged between Lublin and Chisinau employees.
- Implementing best practices for combating COVID-19 pandemic adverse effects on public transport.
- Increased efficiency and capacity of City Hall to monitor and manage traffic by using latest technology and innovation.
- Traffic Monitor Center established.
- Dashboard for real-time tracking of bus and trolleybus GPS, digital timetable, passenger load levels and ticket sales.
- New dedicated bus lanes and rerouting.
- Study on compensations and subsidies for vulnerable groups.
- Better informed passengers, regarding the latest technologies and innovations used in public transport in Chisinau.
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